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Name ___________________________________________________  Date __________________________

I’LL TELL YOU A STORY

I’ll tell you a    _________________

About Jack-a-Nory:

And now my story’s begun.

I’ll tell you   __________________

About his brother:

And now my story is        . ___________

Word Puzzles

Nursery Rhyme Chaos!
Lulu, a kindergarten teacher, accidentally dropped a board showing several nursery rhymes.  
Unfortunately, some of the words fell off the board. Help Lulu put the rhymes back together  
before the students wake from their naps. Write the correct word in the blank space provided. 

THE CAT AND THE FIDDLE

Hey,   , diddle! ____________________

The cat and the          , _________________

The cow jumped over the   ; ____________

The little            laughed ___________________

To see such sport,

And the                  ran away with the                 .

___________________     ____________________

dog diddle another

moon spoon story

done
dish fiddle
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Word Puzzles

Nursery Rhyme Chaos!
Poor Debbie does not know her nursery rhymes very well. When Miss Kellogg asked her to write 
this poem on the board, she made a few mistakes. Her errors are either misplaced words or  
spelling problems. Each error is underlined. Help Debbie correct the poem. Write the correct 
words in the blanks to the right of the poem. 

LITTLE BO PEEP

Little Bo Sheep has lost her peep
And can’t tell where to find them.
Leave them home,
And they’ll come alone,
Wagging their tails behind them.

Little Bo Sheep fell fast asleep,
And dreamt she heard them bleating;
But when she awake, she found it a joke,
For still they all were fleeting.

Then up she took her little crook,
Determined for to find them;
She found them indeed, but it made her heart breed,
For they’d left all their tales behind them!

It happened one day, as Bo Sheep did stray
Unto a meadow hard by—
There she espied their tails, side by side,
All hung on a tree to die.

She heaved a site and wiped her eye,
And over the hillocks she ran;
And tried what she could, as a shepherdess should,
That each tale should be properly placed.
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Word Puzzles

Wordy Tree
You’ll find three types of trees in the trunk of this tree. Look 
carefully at the letters inside the trunk. Can you unscramble 
them to find the words for three common trees?

L S S Y U P T R O C U

T

G R E O A R S D A A A

C

E E I T T R P S T

Wordy  
Dinosaur

You’ll find the names of three  
dinosaurs in this diagram. The letters of  

the names are in the order they normally appear. 
However, the words might appear in a different 

direction. What type of dinosaurs are they?

A

A

L S
K

M
H

OE
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Word Puzzles

Treasure Hunt
Ronnie went on a treasure hunt with some friends. Figure out what he found by entering the 
correct answer for each clue. The items he found are in the shaded area of each puzzle. The first 
puzzle has a few words filled in to get you started.

Clues:

1. a loud noise

2. nothing

3. used in many sports

4. an unwanted plant

5. Hidden Item: ____________________

Clues:

1. used to store computer data

2. the person who saves the day

3. a very small version of something else

4. large shape in the night sky that looks 
different on different days of the month

 5. Hidden Item: ____________________
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